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INTRODUCTION

Tools that support students in learning programming have been developed since the 1960s [47].
Such tools provide a simplified development environment, use visualisation or animation to give
better insight in running a program, guide students towards a correct program by means of hints
and feedback messages, or automatically grade the solutions of students [94]. Two important
reasons to develop tools that support learning programming are:
• learning programming is challenging [125], and students need help to make progress [29];
• programming courses are taken by thousands of students all over the world [20], and helping
students individually with their problems requires a huge time investment of teachers [133].
Feedback is an important factor in learning [70, 160]. Boud and Molloy define feedback as ‘the
process whereby learners obtain information about their work in order to appreciate the similarities
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and differences between the appropriate standards for any given work, and the qualities of the work
itself, in order to generate improved work’ [24]. Thus defined, feedback is formative: it consists
of ‘information communicated to the learner with the intention to modify his or her thinking or
behavior for the purpose of improving learning’ [160]. Summative feedback in the form of grades or
percentages for assessments also provides some information about the work of a learner. However,
the information a grade without accompanying feedback gives about similarities and differences
between the appropriate standards for any given work, and the qualities of the learner’s work, is
usually only superficial. In this article we focus on the formative kind of feedback as defined by
Boud and Molloy. Formative feedback comes in many variants, and the kind of formative feedback
together with student characteristics greatly influences the effect of feedback [127].
Focussing on the context of computer science education (CSE), Ott et al. [135] provide a roadmap
for effective feedback practices for different levels and stages of feedback. The authors see a role for
automated feedback at all three levels as defined by Hattie and Timperley [70]: ‘task level’, ‘process
level’ and ‘self-regulation level’, discarding feedback at the ‘self level’ because of its limited effect
on learning. In their roadmap, automated assessment of exams is placed at the task level, student
support through adaptive feedback from automated tools at the process level, and tutoring systems
and automated assessment as options for self-assessment of students at the self-regulation level.
Given the role of feedback in learning (programming), we want to find out what kind of feedback
is provided by tools that support a student in learning programming. What is the nature of the
feedback, how is it generated, can a teacher adapt the feedback, and what can we say about its
quality and effect? An important learning objective for learning programming is the ability to
develop a program that solves a particular problem. We narrow our scope by only considering
tools that offer exercises (also referred to as tasks, assignments or problems, which we consider
synonyms) that let students practice with developing programs.
To answer these questions, we have performed a systematic literature review of automated
feedback generation for programming exercises. A systematic literature review (SLR) is ‘a means
of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research
question, or topic area, or phenomenon of interest’ [99]. An SLR results in a thorough and fair
examination of a particular topic. According to the literature, a research plan should be designed in
advance, and the execution of this plan should be documented in detail, allowing insight into the
rigorousness of the research.
This article expands on the results of the first iteration of our search for relevant tools, on which
we have already reported in a conference paper [96] and a technical report [97]. This first iteration
resulted in a set of 69 different tools, described in 102 papers. After slightly adjusting our criteria,
the completed search resulted in a final collection of 101 tools described in 146 papers. We searched
for papers in related reviews on tools for learning programming and executed multiple steps of
‘backward snowballing’ by selecting relevant references. We also searched two scientific databases
and performed backward snowballing on those results as well.
We have classified the kind of feedback given by the tools we found by means of Narciss’ [131]
categories of feedback, such as ‘knowledge about mistakes’ and ‘knowledge about how to proceed’.
We have instantiated these feedback categories for programming exercises, and introduce several
subcategories of feedback particular to programming. Narciss’ categories largely overlap with
the categories used to describe the actions of human tutors when they help students learning
programming [179]. Next, we determine how these tools generate feedback by examining the
underlying techniques. Besides looking at feedback categories (the output of a tool) and the
technique (what happens inside a tool), we also look at the input. The input of a tool that supports
learning programming may take the form of model solutions, test cases, feedback messages, etc.,
and determines to a large extent the adaptability of the tool, which is considered important [26, 115].
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Finally, we collect information about the effectiveness of the generated feedback. The effectiveness
of a tool depends on many factors and tools have been evaluated by a large variety of methods.
This review makes the following contributions:
• An extensive overview of tools that give automated feedback.
• A description of what kind of feedback is used in tools that support a student in learning
programming. Although multiple other reviews analyse such tools, none of them specifically
looks at the feedback provided by these tools.
• An analysis of the relation between feedback content and its technology, and the adaptability
of the tool.
This article expands on our previous conference paper [96] in the following ways:
• We removed 23 tools from our initial set of 69, after adjusting our inclusion criteria based on
the initial findings (described in Section 3.2). We completed our search by adding data for 55
new tools.
• We give elaborated examples and descriptions of several of these tools.
• We provide and discuss new tables and graphs summarising our final results. We look at
the data more in-depth by identifying trends in time, and combinations of techniques and
methods.
• We update, extend and fine-tune the discussion of the results, resulting in a more nuanced
conclusion because of the characteristics of more recent tools that were included later.
The article is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related reviews of tools for learning
programming. Section 3 gives our research questions and research method, and Section 4 describes
the labelling we developed for coding the tools. The results are described in Section 5 to 9, each
describing the results for one of the research questions. Section 10 discusses the results and
limitations of this review and Section 11 concludes the article.
2

RELATED WORK

We have found seventeen reviews of tools for learning programming, mostly on automated assessment (AA) tools [2, 28, 47, 79, 147, 151, 169] or learning environments for programming
[45, 46, 58, 66, 94, 112, 113, 137, 142, 178]. Generating feedback is important for both kinds of tools.
Most AA tools only grade student solutions, but some tools also provide elaborated feedback, and
can be used to support learning [2]. We refer to the technical report on the first phase of our
review [97] for a detailed discussion of these related reviews, in which we identified their main
research questions, the scope of the selected tools and the method of data collection.
Most review papers describe the features and characteristics of a selection of tools, identify
challenges, and direct future research. Except for the review by Ihantola et al. [79], authors select
papers and tools based on unknown criteria. Some mention qualitative factors such as impact
(counting citations) or the thoroughness of the evaluation of the tool. Most studies do not strive
for completeness, and the scope of the tools that are described varies greatly. Tools are usually
categorised, but there is no agreement on the naming of the different categories. Very few papers
discuss technical aspects.
Our review distinguishes itself from the above reviews by focusing on the aspect of generating
feedback in programming learning tools, closely examining the different types of feedback messages
and identifying the techniques used to generate them. Furthermore, we employ a more systematic
approach than all of the above reviews: we select tools in a systematic way following strict criteria,
and code them using a predetermined labelling.
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METHOD

Performing an SLR requires an in-depth description of the research method. Section 3.1 discusses
our research questions. Section 3.2 describes the criteria that we have set to define the scope of
our research. Section 3.3 describes the process for searching relevant papers. Finally, Section 3.4
explains the coding process.
3.1 Research questions
The following four research questions guide our review on automated feedback generation for
programming exercises:
RQ 1
RQ 2
RQ 3
RQ 4
3.2

What is the nature of the feedback that is generated?
Which techniques are used to generate the feedback?
How can the tool be adapted by teachers, to create exercises and to influence the feedback?
What is known about the quality and effectiveness of the feedback or tool?

Criteria

There is a growing body of research on tools for learning programming for various audiences with
different goals. These goals can be to learn programming for its own sake, or to use programming
for another goal [94], such as creating a game. Our review focuses on students learning to program
for its own sake. We have defined a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 1) that direct our
research and target the characteristics of the papers and the tools described therein.
Although there are many online programming tools giving feedback, we do not include tools for
which there are no publications, because we do not know how they are designed. The rationale
of our functionality criteria is that the ability to develop a program to solve a particular problem
is an important learning objective for learning programming [90]. Because we are interested in
improving learning, we focus on formative feedback. We use the domain criteria to focus our review
on programming languages used in the industry and/or taught at universities. Many universities
teach an existing, textual programming language from the start, or directly after a visual language

Table 1. Criteria for the inclusion/exclusion of papers
Include

Exclude

General

Scientific publications (journal papers and conference papers) in English. Master theses, PhD
theses and technical reports only if a journal or
conference paper is available on the same topic.
The publication describes a tool of which at least
a prototype has been constructed.

Posters and papers shorter than four pages.

Functionality

Tools in which students work on programming
exercises of class 2 or higher from the classification of Le and Pinkwart [112] (see Section 3.2).
Tools provide automated, textual feedback on
(partial) solutions, targeted at the student.

Tools that only produce a grade, only show compiler output, or return instructor-written feedback.

Domain

Tools that support a high-level, general purpose, textual programming language, including
pseudo-code.

Visual programming tools, e.g. programming
with blocks and flowcharts. Tools that only teach
a particular aspect of programming, such as recursion or multi-threading.

Technology

–

Tools that are solely based on automated testing
and give feedback based on test results.
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such as Scratch or Alice. We do not include visualisation tools for programming because they were
surveyed extensively by Sorva et al. [165] in the recent past. However, we do include visualisation
tools that also provide textual feedback.
Le and Pinkwart [112] have developed a classification of programming exercises that are supported in learning environments. The type of exercises that a learning tool supports, determines to
a large extent how difficult it is to generate feedback. Le and Pinkwart base their classification on
the degree of ill-definedness of a programming problem. Class 1 exercises have a single correct
solution, and are often quiz-like questions with a single solution, or slots in a program that need
to be filled in to complete some task. Class 2 exercises can be solved by different implementation
variants. Usually a program skeleton or other information that suggests the solution strategy is
provided, but variations in the implementation are allowed. Finally, class 3 exercises can be solved
by applying alternative solution strategies, which we interpret as allowing different algorithms as
well as different steps to arrive at a solution.
We select papers and tools that satisfy all inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria.
We have included four PhD theses, one Master thesis and three technical reports, whose contributions have also been published in a journal or conference paper, because they contained relevant
information. Since no review addressing our research questions has been conducted before, and we
aim for a complete overview of the field, we consider all relevant papers up to and including the
year 2015.
The criterion to exclude tools solely based on automated testing was added after publishing our
preliminary results [96], because of the sheer volume of papers that we found. These papers all
describe very similar tools, which would make the review too large. Moreover, we do not think that
including these papers would provide an interesting contribution within the scope of this review.
3.3

Search process

The starting point of our search for papers was the collection of 17 review papers described in
Section 2. Two authors of this SLR independently selected relevant references from these reviews.
Then two authors independently looked at the full text of the papers in the union of these selections,
to exclude papers not meeting the criteria. After discussing the differences, we assembled a final
list of papers for this first iteration. Following a ‘backwards snowballing’ approach, one author
searched for relevant references in the papers found in the first iteration. This process was repeated
until no more new papers were found. We believe that one author is sufficient for this task because
the scope had already been established.
Next, we searched two databases to identify more papers of interest, and to discover more recent
work. We have selected a computer science database (ACM Digital Library) and a general scientific
database (Scopus). We used the search string from Listing 1 on title, abstract and key words, slightly
adjusted for each database.
Listing 1. Database search string
( exercise OR assignment OR task OR ( solv * AND problem ))
AND programming
AND (
( tutor OR tutoring )
OR (( learn OR teach ) AND ( tool OR environment ))
OR (( automat * OR intelligent OR generat *)
AND ( feedback OR hint ))
)

Although the query could have been adjusted so that it would have returned more papers that
match our criteria, this adjustment would also have generated a much larger number of irrelevant
results. We believe the final query has a good enough balance between accuracy and breadth, and
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Table 2. Results of database search and snowballing. Our previous work [96] included the 46 tools from the
first iteration of review papers, and 23 additional tools that we excluded after adjusting the criteria for this
final review.
Snowballing iterations**
Source

Papers*

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Total

Review papers

–

46 (76)

15 (17)

6 (9)

2 (2)

69 (104)

Scopus database

1830

25 (35)

5 (5)

–

–

30 (40)

ACM Digital library

798

2 (2)

–

–

–

2 (2)
101 (146)

* excluding duplicates and invalid entries
** number of tools (number of papers)

because we also traced references we had an alternative way to find papers that we would have
missed otherwise.
The results of the Scopus search were partly inspected by two authors, who separately selected
papers by inspecting the title, abstract, key words and the name of the journal or conference. We
combined the results and discussed all differences. In the event of disagreement, we included the
paper for further inspection. Two authors then further refined the acquired list by examining the
full text separately and again discussing differences. The second part of the Scopus search results,
the ACM search results and the relevant references from both searches were inspected by one
author, only consulting another author if there were doubts.
We had to exclude a small number of papers we could not find after an extensive search and, in
some cases, contacting the authors. Some excluded papers point to a potentially interesting tool.
We checked if these papers mention a better reference that we could add to our selection.
When we encountered papers we did not trust, we looked further into its contents, author, or
the journal that published it. We excluded one paper from the review after all authors agreed that
the paper was unreliable and would have a negative influence on the quality of our review (this
particular paper seemed to be a copy of existing work).
Often multiple papers have been written on (versions of) a single tool. We searched for all
publications on a tool by looking at references from and to papers already found, and searching
for other relevant publications by the authors. We selected the most recent and complete papers
about a tool. We prefer journal papers over conference papers, and conference papers over theses
or technical reports. All papers from which we collected information appear in our reference list.
Table 2 shows the number of papers found by the searches. Many papers appeared multiple
times in our search, both in references and in database searches. The table only counts a tool when
it first appeared in the search, which was conducted in the order of the sources in the table.
3.4

Coding

To systematically encode the information in the papers, we developed a labelling (see Section 4)
based on the answers to the research questions we expected to get, refined by coding a small set of
randomly selected papers. One of the authors coded the complete set of papers. Whenever there
were questions about the coding of a paper, another author checked. In total, 24.8% of the codings
were (partly) checked by another author. Most of the checks were done in the earlier stages of
the review. A third author joined the general discussions about the coding. When necessary, we
adjusted the labelling.
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LABELLING

This Section describes the labels used for our coding.
4.1

Feedback types (RQ1)

Narciss [131] describes a ‘content-related classification of feedback components’ for computerbased learning environments, in which the categories target different aspects of the instructional
context, such as task rules, errors and procedural knowledge. We use these categories and extend
them with representative subcategories identified in the selected papers. Narciss also considers
the function (cognitive, meta-cognitive and motivational) and presentation (timing, number of tries,
adaptability, modality) of feedback, which are related to the effectiveness of tutoring. We do not
include these aspects in our review because it is often unclear how a tool or technique is used in
practice (e.g. formative or summative).
Narciss first identifies three simple feedback components:
• Knowledge of performance for a set of tasks (KP): summative feedback on the achieved
performance level after doing multiple tasks, such as ‘15 of 20 correct’ and ‘85% correct’.
• Knowledge of result/response (KR): feedback that communicates whether a solution is correct
or incorrect. We identify the following meanings of correctness of a programming solution:
(1) it passes all tests, (2) it is equal to a model program, (3) it satisfies one or more constraints,
(4) a combination of the above.
• Knowledge of the correct results (KCR): a description or indication of a correct solution.
These types of feedback are not intended to ‘generate improved work’, a requirement in the
feedback definition by Boud and Molloy. Moreover, Kyrilov and Noelle [104] have investigated the
effect of instant binary feedback (messages that either contain ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’) in automated
assessment tools and found harmful effects on student behaviour. They found that students who
received this kind of messages plagiarised more often and attempted fewer exercises. Because we
focus on formative feedback on a single exercise, we do not identify these types in our coding.
The next five types are elaborated feedback components. Each type addresses an element of the
instructional context. Below we describe these types and their subtypes in detail.
Knowledge about task constraints (KTC). This type focusses on the task itself, and is subdivided
into two subtypes:
• Hints on task requirements (TR). A task requirement for a programming exercise can be to
use a particular language construct or to not use a particular library method.
• Hints on task-processing rules (TPR). These hints provide general information on how to
approach the exercise and do not consider the student’s current work.
Narciss gives a larger set of examples for this type of feedback, such as ‘hints on type of task’.
We do not identify this type because the range of exercises is limited by our scope. Also, we do not
identify ‘hints on subtasks’ as a separate category, because the exercises we consider are relatively
small. Instead, we label these hints with KTC-TPR.
Knowledge about concepts (KC). We distinguish two subtypes:
• Explanations on subject matter (EXP), generated while a student is working on an exercise.
• Examples illustrating concepts (EXA).
Knowledge about mistakes (KM). KM feedback messages have a type and a level of detail. The level
of detail can be basic, which can be a numerical value (total number of mistakes, grade, percentage),
a location (line number, code fragment), or a short type identifier such as ‘compiler error’; or
ACM Transactions on Computing Education, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2018.
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detailed, which is a description of the mistake, possibly combined with some basic elements. We
use five different labels to identify the type of the mistake:
• Test failures (TF). A failed test indicates that a program does not produce the expected output.
• Compiler errors (CE). Compiler errors are syntactic errors (incorrect spelling, missing brackets) or semantic errors (type mismatches, unknown variables) that can be detected by a
compiler and are not specific for an exercise.
• Solution errors (SE). Solution errors can be found in programs that do not show the behaviour
that a particular exercise requires, and can be runtime errors (the program crashes because
of an invalid operation) or logic errors (the program does not do what is required), or the
program uses an alternative algorithm that is not accepted.
• Style issues (SI). In various papers we have found different definitions of programming style
issues, ranging from formatting and documentation issues (e.g. untidy formatting, inconsistent
naming, lack of comments) to structural issues and issues related to the implementation of a
certain algorithm (use of control structures, elegance).
• Performance issues (PI). A student program takes too long to run or uses more resources
than required.
Knowledge about how to proceed (KH). We identify three labels in this type. Each of these types
of feedback has a level of detail: a hint that may be in the form of a suggestion, a question, or an
example; a solution that directly shows what needs to be done to correct an error or to execute the
next step; or both hints and solutions.
• Bug-related hints for error correction (EC). Sometimes it is difficult to see the difference
between KM feedback and EC. We identify feedback as EC if the feedback clearly focuses on
what the student should do to correct a mistake.
• Task-processing steps (TPS). This type of hint contains information about the next step a
student has to take to come closer to a solution.
• Improvements (IM). This type deals with hints on how to improve a solution, such as improving the structure, style or performance of a correct solution. However, if style- or
performance-related feedback is presented in the form of an analysis instead of a suggestion
for improvement, we label it as KM. The IM label has been added after we published the
results of the first iteration of our search [96].
Knowledge about meta-cognition (KMC). Meta-cognition deals with a student knowing which
strategy to use to solve a problem, if the student is aware of their progress on a task, and if the
student knows how well the task was executed. According to Narciss, this type of feedback could
contain ‘explanations on metacognitive strategies’ or ‘metacognitive guiding questions’.
4.2 Technique (RQ2)
We distinguish between general techniques for Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), and techniques
specific for the programming domain. Each category has several subcategories.
General ITS techniques.
• Tools that use model tracing (MT) trace and analyse the process that the student is following
solving a problem. Student steps are compared to production rules and buggy rules [128].
• Constraint-based modelling (CBM) only considers the (partial) solution itself, and does not
take into account how a student arrived at this (partial) solution. A constraint-based tool
checks a student program against predefined solution constraints, such as the presence of a
for-loop or the calling of a method with certain parameters, and generates error messages
for violated constraints [128].
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• Tutors based on data analysis (DA) use large sets of student solutions from the past to generate
hints. This type was also added after publishing our first results [96].
Domain-specific techniques for programming.
• Dynamic code analysis using automated testing (AT). The most basic form of automated
testing is running a program and comparing the output to the expected output. More advanced
techniques are unit testing and property-based testing, often implemented using existing test
frameworks, such as JUnit.
• Basic static analysis (BSA) analyses a program (source code or bytecode) without running it,
and can be used to detect misunderstood concepts, the absence or presence of certain code
structures, and to give hints on fixing these mistakes [169].
• Program transformations (PT) transform a program into another program in the same language or a different language. An example is normalisation: transformation into a sublanguage
to decrease syntactical complexity. Another example is migration: transformation into another
language at the same level of abstraction.
• Intention-based diagnosis (IBD) uses a knowledge base of programming goals, plans or
(buggy) rules to match with a student program to find out which strategy the student uses to
solve an exercise. IBD has some similarities to CBM and static analysis, and some solutions
are borderline cases. Compared to CBM, IBD provides a more complete representation of a
solution that captures the chosen algorithm.
• External tools (EX) other than testing tools, such as standard compilers or static code analysers.
These tools are not the work of the authors themselves and papers do not usually elaborate
on the inner workings of the external tools used. If a tool uses automated testing, for which
compilation is a prerequisite, we do not use this label.
4.3

Adaptability (RQ3)

We identify several input types for tools that enable teachers to create exercises and influence the
generated feedback.
• Solution templates (ST) (e.g. skeleton programs and projects) presented to students for didactic
or practical purposes as opposed to technical reasons such as easily running the program.
• Model solutions (MS) are correct solutions to a programming exercise.
• Test data (TD), by specifying program output or defining test cases.
• Error data (ED) such as bug libraries, buggy solutions, buggy rules and correction rules. Error
data usually specify common mistakes for an exercise.
Another aspect we consider is the adaptability of the feedback generation based on a student
model (SM). A student model contains information on the capabilities and level of the student, and
may be used to personalise the feedback.
4.4

Quality (RQ4)

As a starting point for collecting data on the quality of tools, we have identified and categorised
how tools are evaluated. Tools have been evaluated using a large variety of methods. We use the
three main types for the assessment of tools distinguished by Gross and Powers [61].
• Anecdotal (ANC). Anecdotal assessment is based on the experiences and observations of
researchers or teachers using the tool. We will not attach this label if another type has been
applied as well, because we consider anecdotal assessment to be inferior to the other types.
• Analytical (ANL). Analytical assessment compares the characteristics of a tool to a set of
criteria related to usability or a learning theory.
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• Empirical assessment. Empirical assessment analyses qualitative data or quantitative data.
We distinguish three types of empirical assessment:
– Looking at the learning outcome (EMP-LO), such as mistakes, grades and pass rates, after
students have used the tool, and observing tool use.
– Student and teacher surveys (EMP-SU) and interviews on experiences with the tool.
– Technical analysis (EMP-TA) to verify whether a tool can correctly recognise (in)correct
solutions and generate appropriate hints. Tool output for a set of student submissions can
be compared to an analysis by a human tutor.
5

GENERAL TOOL CHARACTERISTICS

In this section we discuss the general characteristics of the tools we investigated, such as their type,
supported programming language and exercises. Table 3 shows an overview of these characteristics
and the papers we consulted for each tool. The complete coding is available as an appendix to this
article and as a searchable online table.1
In the remainder of this article we only cite papers on tools in specific cases. We refer to tools by
their name in Small caps, or the first author and year of the most recent paper (Author00) on the
tool we have used.
History. Figure 1 gives an impression of when the tools appeared in time. Because we do not
know exactly in which time frame tools were active, we calculated the rounded median year of the
publications related to a tool that we used for our review. Between the 60s and 80s a small number
of tools appeared. Since the 90s we can see an increase in the number of tools, which slowly grows
in the 2000s and 2010s.
Tool types. The tools that fall within our criteria are mostly either Automated Assessment (AA)
systems or Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs). AA systems focus on assessing a student’s final
solution to an exercise with a grade or a feedback report, to alleviate instructors from manually
assessing a large number of students. ITSs help students to arrive at the solution by offering help at
each step [181]. Other tools we found are programming environments for novices with a feedback
component. A newer type of such a tool is the educational programming game, or serious game, in
which learning programming is more implicit and considered a side effect of playing a fun game.
1 www.hkeuning.nl/review
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Fig. 1. Number of tools by median publication year
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Table 3. Tool publications, supported language paradigm and exercise class. Class 2 tools support exercises
that can be solved by a predetermined strategy, allowing small variations. Exercises in class 3 tools can be
solved by multiple strategies (see Section 3.2).
Tool

Language Class Tool

Publications

Language Class

ACT Programming Tutor (APT) [34–36]

Publications

Multi

2

(Jackson00)

[82]

Imp/OO

3

ADAPT

[53]

Log

3

Java Sensei

[14]

Imp/OO

2

(Ala-mutka04)

[3]

Unknown

3

(Jin12)

[85]

Imp/OO

3

(Allemang91)

[5]

Imp/OO

3

(Jin14)

[86]

Imp/OO

2

AnalyseC

[194]

Imp/OO

3

JITS

[171, 172]

Imp/OO

2
3

APROPOS2

[114]

Log

3

(Keuning14)

[95]

Imp/OO

Ask-Elle

[54, 55, 84]

Fun

3

(Kim98)

[98]

Imp/OO

3

ASSYST

[81, 83]

Imp/OO

3

Koh

[100]

Imp/OO

2

At(x)

[15, 16]

Multi

3

LAURA

[1]

Imp/OO

2

AutoGrader

[72]

Imp/OO

3

(Lazar14)

[106]

Log

3

AutoLEP

[188]

Imp/OO

3

LISP tutor

[7, 37]

Fun

2

AutoStyle

[129]

Imp/OO

3

Ludwig

[158]

Imp/OO

3

AutoTeach

[8, 9]

Imp/OO

3

(Mandal07)

[119]

Imp/OO

3

BIP

[11–13]

Imp/OO

3

Marmoset

[166]

Multi

3

Bridge

[23]

Imp/OO

2

MENO-II

[163]

Imp/OO

3

C-tutor

[164]

Imp/OO

3

(Naur64)

[132]

Imp/OO

3

Camus

[182]

Imp/OO

3

Online Judge

[31]

Imp/OO

3

Ceilidh

[17–19]

Multi

3

PASS

[173]

Imp/OO

2

(Chang00)

[30]

Imp/OO

2

PATTIE

[40]

Imp/OO

3

Checkpoint

[50]

Multi

3

Pex4Fun

[174]

Multi

3

CHIRON

[155]

Imp/OO

3

PHP ITS

[192, 193]

Imp/OO

3

COALA

[91, 92]

Imp/OO

2

PRAM

[74, 120]

Log

3

Code Hunt

[138, 139]

Imp/OO

3

ProgramCritic

[154]

Imp/OO

3

CourseMarker/CourseMaster

[52, 73, 75]

Multi

3

ProgTest

[42–44]

Imp/OO

3

CSTutor

[67, 68]

Imp/OO

3

ProPAT_deBUG

[41]

Imp/OO

3

Ctutor

[103]

Imp/OO

2

ProPL

[105]

Imp/OO

2

(Dadic11)

[38, 39]

Imp/OO

3

PROUST

[87, 155]

Imp/OO

3

datlab

[116, 117]

Imp/OO

3

(Rosenthal02)

[152]

Imp/OO

3

DISCOVER

[148]

Imp/OO

2

(Ruth76)

[153]

Imp/OO

3

EASy

[118]

Imp/OO

3

(Sant09)

[157]

Imp/OO

3

ELM-PE/ELM-ART (II)

[27, 189–191]

Fun

3

SCENT

[123, 124]

Fun

3

ELP

[175, 176]

Imp/OO

2

Scheme-robo

[156]

Fun

3

(Fischer06)

[51]

Imp/OO

3

(Shimic12)

[159]

Imp/OO

2

FIT Java Tutor

[62–64]

Imp/OO

3

(Singh13)

[161]

Imp/OO

3

FLIP

[93]

Imp/OO

3

SIPLeS-II

[195]

Imp/OO

3

GAME (2, 2+)

[21, 22, 121, 122] Multi

3

Smalltalker

[32]

Imp/OO

2

(Ghosh02)

[56]

Imp/OO

3

SOP

[162]

Imp/OO

3

Grace

[126, 146]

Imp/OO

2

(Striewe11)

[168]

Imp/OO

3

(Gulwani14)

[65]

Imp/OO

3

submit

[183]

Imp/OO

3

HabiPro

[185, 186]

Imp/OO

2

Submit!

[143]

Multi

3

(Hasan88)

[69]

Imp/OO

3

Talus

[130]

Fun

3

(He94)

[71]

Imp/OO

2

Test My Code

[136, 184]

Imp/OO

3

(Hong04)

[77]

Log

3

Testovid

[144]

Multi

3

INCOM

[108, 110, 111]

Log

3

Ugo

[80]

Log

3

InSTEP

[134]

Imp/OO

2

VC Prolog Tutor

[141]

Log

3

INTELLITUTOR (II)

[177]

Imp/OO

2

Virtual Programming Lab

[150]

Multi

3

IPTS

[196]

Imp/OO

2

(Vujosevic-Janicic13)

[187]

Imp/OO

3

ITAP

[149]

Imp/OO

3

Web-CAT

[48, 49]

Multi

3

ITEM/IP

[25]

Imp/OO

3

WebToTeach

[10]

Imp/OO

3

J-LATTE

[76]

Imp/OO

2

WebWork-JAG

[59, 60]

Imp/OO

3

JACK

[57, 101, 102, 167] Imp/OO

3
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Table 4. Supported language paradigm of tools (n=101)
Paradigm

%

Imperative/object-oriented 73.3
Multiple paradigms

11.9

Logic

7.9

Functional

5.9

Unknown

1.0

Examples are Pex4Fun and its successor Code Hunt that challenge students to iteratively discover
the specification of a hidden program. Code Hunt has an even stronger gaming vibe to it, created
by the ‘worlds’ and ‘levels’ in which the player solves programming problems.
Some papers more generally describe a technique that can be used for generating feedback, which
could be applied in an assessment or learning tool. We came across many papers on debugging and
program understanding techniques, of which we only included the ones that were clearly used in
an educational context.
Programming language. Tools offer either exercises for a specific programming language, a set
of programming languages within a particular paradigm, or multiple languages within multiple
paradigms. Table 4 shows the distribution of the different paradigms. The majority of the 101
tools supports programming in imperative languages, including object-oriented languages. Tools
developed in the 21st century often support imperative languages such as Java, C and C++, whereas
older tools provide exercises in ALGOL (Naur64), FORTRAN (LAURA) and Ada (ASSYST). Some
recent tools focus on (web) scripting languages such as PHP, JavaScript and Python. Tools for
functional programming languages support Lisp (the LISP tutor), Scheme (Scheme-robo) or
Haskell (Ask-Elle). All tools for logic programming offer exercises in Prolog. The remaining tools
support multiple languages of different types and paradigms, and are often test-based AA systems.
Programming exercises often require a student to write a few lines of code or a single function,
meaning that many tools only support a subset of the features of a programming language. For
instance, a tool that requires programming in Java, an object-oriented language, may not support
feedback generation on class declarations.
Exercise type. We have recorded the highest exercise class a tool supports and found that 23.8%
of the tools support exercises of class 2, and 76.2% exercises of class 3. However, exercises that do
not require a student to write code him or herself do not easily fit in this classification. For example,
in PATTIE and ProPL the student engages in a conversation with an automated tutor to solve a
programming problem. If the student makes a good suggestion, the tutor expands the solutionin-progress. CHIRON, the successor to the intelligent debugger PROUST also incorporates an
interactive question/answer session with the student. Through natural language parsing CHIRON
responds to questions on topics such as terminology, goal/plan implementation and data flow. We
have included these systems because this approach closely mimics the behaviour of a human tutor.
Another uncommon type of exercise is offered by the programming game Code Hunt that asks
the student to write a program for which he or she does not know the specification yet. Instead,
the student has to discover the specification by inspecting the results of a set of test cases and
modifying their code to satisfy these tests.
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FEEDBACK TYPES (RQ1)

This section describes the results of the first research question: ‘what is the nature of the feedback
that is generated?’ Figure 2 shows for each feedback type the percentage of tools that offer it,
including the distinction between class 2 and class 3 tools. The percentages do not add up to 100%,
because one tool can provide more than one feedback type. We have found KTC (knowledge about
task constraints) feedback and KC (knowledge about concepts) feedback in only a few tools, with
14.9% and 16.8% respectively. KM (knowledge about mistakes) is by far the largest type: with 96.0%
it is found in almost all tools. The subtype of KM we found most in the first part of our review, was
TF (test failures). After omitting purely test-based tools in this final review, SE (solution errors) is
the largest category with 59.4%. We have found KH feedback (knowledge about how to proceed) in
44.6% of the tools, of which EC feedback (error correction) is the largest subcategory with 32.7%.
Class 2 tools provide more solution error feedback (83.3% versus 51.9%), and more KH feedback
(knowledge about how to proceed) with around twice as much for each subtype. Class 3 tools

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
R
TR TP -EXP -EXA -TF -CE -SE -SI -PI -EC -TPS -IM MC
C- CH K
M KM KM KM KM KH
KH K
KT KT KC KC K

All (n=101) Class 2 (n=24) Class 3 (n=77)
Feedback type

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

15

14.9

2

8.3

13

16.9

TR Hints on task requirements

9

8.9

1

4.2

8

10.4

TPR Hints on task-processing rules

8

7.9

1

4.2

7

9.1

KTC Knowledge about task constraints

KC Knowledge about concepts

17

16.8

5

20.8

12

15.6

EXP Explanations on subject matter

14

13.9

3

12.5

11

14.3

EXA Examples illustrating concepts

5

5.0

2

8.3

3

3.9

KM Knowledge about mistakes

97

96.0

73

94.8

TF Test failures

53

52.5

24 100.0
7

29.2

46

59.7

CE Compiler errors

35

34.7

8

33.3

27

35.1

SE Solution errors

60

59.4

20

83.3

40

51.9

SI Style issues

30

29.7

2

8.3

28

36.4

PI Performance issues

15

14.9

0

0.0

15 19.5

KH Knowledge about how to proceed

45

44.6

16

66.7

29

37.7

EC Bug-related hints for error correction

33

32.7

13

54.2

20

26.0

TPS Task-processing steps

19

18.8

7

29.2

12

15.6

3

3.0

1

4.2

2

2.6

1

1.0

1

4.2

0

0.0

IM Improvement hints
KMC Knowledge about meta-cognition

Fig. 2. Number of tools (count) and percentage of tools that offer a feedback type (by subtype and combined
by main type), for all tools, and subdivided by exercise class. A tool can offer more than one feedback type.
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provide more test failure feedback (59.7% versus 29.2%) and more style issue feedback (36.4% versus
8.3%) and performance issue feedback (19.5% versus 0%). KTC (knowledge about task constraints)
feedback is also seen in fewer class 2 tools. We also calculated that in 11.9% of the tools one type
of feedback is generated, but 48.5% of the tools only generate one of the five main types (these
percentages are not in the table). In the next subsections we expand on the different feedback types
and provide examples of tools and the feedback messages they provide.
6.1

Knowledge about task constraints (KTC)

The first things a student should know when attempting an exercise are the requirements of the
task and possibly some information on how to approach it.
6.1.1 Hints on task requirements (TR). An example of this subtype can be found in the INCOM
system. When a student makes a mistake with implementing the method header, feedback is given
by ‘highlighting keywords in the task statement and advising the student to fully make use of the
available information’ [109].
Another example can be found in the BASIC Instructional Program (BIP), a system from the
seventies. Some exercises in BIP require the use of a specific language construct. If this construct is
missing from the student solution, the student will see the following message [11]:
Wait. Something is missing.
For this task, your program should also include the following basic statement(s): FOR

Automated assessment tools have to check for task requirements as well. For example, if an
exercise requires implementing a method that is also available in the standard library of the
language, the assessment tool will have to check if this library method was not used. The AA tool
from Fischer06 provides the following feedback when a student uses a prohibited method [51]:
signature and hierarchy: failed
Invocation test checks whether prohibited classes or methods are used; call of method reverse from
the prohibited class java.lang.StringBuffer

6.1.2 Hints on task-processing rules (TPR). For this category we consider the built-in feedback
related to the tutoring strategy of the tool, as opposed to the dynamically generated feedback based
on a (partial) student solution that we categorise under KM and KH. Tools that provide this kind
of feedback may have a built-in stepwise approach to solving a programming problem. The ACT
programming tutor shows a ‘skill meter’ that indicates the probability that a student knows a
‘rule’ (a rule corresponds to a step). The automated tutor in ADAPT gives some general information
on how to solve a particular exercise [53]:
There are 2 major components to this template:
• base case
• recursive step
For the base case, the basic idea is to stop processing when the list becomes empty and return 0
for the sum. For the recursive step, the basic idea is to [...]

6.2

Knowledge about concepts (KC)

This feedback type deals with the subject matter of the exercise.
6.2.1 Explanations on subject matter (EXP). This subtype can be found in the Ask-Elle tutor
that refers to relevant internet sources when a student encounters certain language constructs.
6.2.2 Examples illustrating concepts (EXA). The LISP tutor uses this type of feedback in its
tutoring dialogue. After a student has made a mistake, the tutor might respond with [7]:
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Fig. 3. Feedback from the FIT Java Tutor (image from [62])
That is a reasonable way to think of doing factorials, but it is not a plan for a recursive
function. Since you seem to be having trouble with the recursive cases, let us work through some
examples and figure out the conditions and actions for each of these cases.

The ELM-PE/ART tutors support ‘example-based programming’, and provide a student with an
example program that the student solved in the past, specifically selected to help the student solve
a new problem.
The FIT Java Tutor uses machine learning techniques to generate example-based feedback, as
shown in Figure 3. The program on the right is an example program (KC-EXA) for the student who
programmed the erroneous program on the left. Differences with respect to the example program
may be highlighted in the student program (KM-SE), and a feedback message tells the student that
the program on the right is one step further (KH-TPS). The student can compare the two programs
and identify mistakes and next steps. The data set consists of both student solutions and sample
solutions by experts, from which a representative solution is chosen to compare with the student
solution. In situations in which no representative solution can be selected, the student solution is
compared to a similar program from the data set. However, it is possible that the similar program
is not correct, in which case the feedback addresses the possible incorrectness and asks the student
to identify mistakes in the similar program.
6.3

Knowledge about mistakes (KM)

This most common feedback type deals with reporting mistakes to students.
6.3.1 Test failures (TF). A large number of tools give feedback based on the success and failure
of executing tests on student programs. Online Judge is an automatic judge for programming
contests that provides basic feedback on test failures. The system returns a short string such as
‘[..x]’ as feedback, indicating that tests cases 1 and 2 are successful (indicated by a dot) and test
case 3 is not successful (indicated by an ‘x’).
Figure 4 shows two examples of more detailed feedback on test execution. COALA shows the
output of JUnit test cases integrated in a customised Eclipse environment. Testovid provides
more informative feedback on the execution of test cases. We found this type of feedback, which
resembles the output of professional testing tools, in many AA tools.
ProgTest requires a student to upload his or her own tests together with a solution. The tool
shows the results of testing the student’s code with the student’s tests and the instructor’s tests,
but also the results of testing the model program of the instructor with the tests of the student.
Additionally, the tool presents the results of a code coverage analysis. The authors of ProgTest
have put effort into improving the understandability of the test coverage output. Based on this
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Fig. 4. Feedback showing test cases in COALA on the left (image fragment from [91]) and feedback on test
execution in Testovid on the right (image fragment from [144])

output, they calculate six metrics, such as ‘testing completeness’, ‘program correctness’ and ‘tests
adequacy’, the results of which indicate how well the student performed on different aspects of
testing. Instructor-written hints on failed tests can be shown as well.
6.3.2 Compiler errors (CE). Feedback on compiler errors might be the output of a compiler that
is passed on to the student, enabling the student to do exercises without directly using a compiler
him or herself. The main reasons for working without a compiler are not having access to the
necessary tools and avoiding the difficulty of the compilation process, as experienced by a novice
programmer. Test-based AA systems often provide compiler output as feedback, because successful
compilation is a prerequisite for executing tests.
Some tools have replaced a standard compiler or interpreter by a more student-friendly alternative. An example is the interpreter used in BIP, which generates extensive error messages in
understandable language. Below we give an example of such a message [11]:
*20 PRINT "THE INDEX IS; I
↑
SYNTAX ERROR: UNMATCHED QUOTE MARKS -- FOUND NEAR '"THE INDEX IS'
LINE NOT ACCEPTED (TYPE ? FOR HELP)

More feedback can be given if the student asks for more help [11]:
*?
'"THE INDEX IS' HAS AN ODD NUMBER OF QUOTE MARKS.
REMEMBER THAT ALL STRINGS MUST HAVE A QUOTE AT THE BEGINNING AND END.

6.3.3 Solution errors (SE). We have seen many instances of feedback on solution errors. AutoLEP
describes the results of matching the student program with several model programs, comparing
aspects such as size, structure, and statements. The tool by Singh13 also produces this type [161]:
The program requires 1 change:
- In the function computeDeriv, add the base case at the top to return [0] for len(poly)=1

This feedback message provides a numerical value (the number of required changes) and the
location of a solution error. The message does not give a description of what the student has done
wrong. The suggestion on how to correct the mistake is labelled with KH, which is described next.
AnalyseC provides detailed feedback on solution errors by identifying incorrect statements and
showing the correct statement from a model solution, shown in Figure 5. ELP (also in Figure 5)
matches a model solution with the student solution at a slightly higher level by comparing the
structure (the language constructs used, such as loops and assignments) of a student solution to a
model solution.
Code Hunt takes test-based feedback a step further by combining feedback that shows the
results of test cases with a hint that points to a line number on which the code needs to be changed
(KM feedback). In addition, the student receives information on new features that are useful to
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Fig. 5. Solution error feedback in AnalyseC on the left (image from [194]) and ELP on the right (image
fragment from [176])

solve the problem, and warns the student against features that might not be such a good idea
(KH feedback). Code Hunt uses an approach based on student data: the line number and feature
recommendation hints are derived from a large set of previous solutions and unsuccessful attempts.
6.3.4 Style issues (SI). Many teachers consider learning a good programming style important
for novice programmers. As an example of feedback on style issues, Figure 6 shows the feedback
generated by the tool of Jackson00 aimed at formatting and commenting.
6.3.5 Performance issues (PI). Checkpoint, a recent AA system, also provides feedback on
performance issues, as can be seen in ‘Test 4’ in Figure 7. Naur64, one of the earliest systems,
checks one particular exercise that lets a student write an algorithm for finding the root of a given
function. The system gives performance feedback for each test case, such as ‘No convergence after
100 calls’ [132].
6.4

Knowledge about how to proceed (KH)

Knowing what is wrong with a solution is meaningful information, but in order to learn how to
proceed, students need feedback on fixing their mistakes and taking a next step.
6.4.1 Bug-related hints for error correction (EC). JITS gives feedback on fixing typing errors,
such as ‘Would you like to replace smu with sum?’ [172]. Proust generates an elaborated error
report containing hints on how to correct errors. The following fragment provides such hints [87]:
The maximum and the average are undefined if there is no valid input. But lines 34 and 33 output
them anyway. You should always check whether your code will work when there is no input! This is
a common cause of bugs.

Fig. 6. Fragment of style feedback with a score for each issue in Jackson00 (image from [82])
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Fig. 7. Feedback on performance in Checkpoint (image fragment from [50])

You need a test to check that at least one valid data point has been input before line 30 is
executed. The average will bomb when there is no input.

The examples from ELP and AnalyseC (Figure 5) in the KM-SE category also contain the correct
code of the solution, therefore we label these tools with KH-EC as well.
CSTutor first gives KM-SE feedback in the form of questions that get more specific after each
request for help, such as ‘... Why do you think that the value in the variable ‘fahrenheit’ does not
have this value?’ [68]. The authors state that asking questions enables the students to reflect on the
problem themselves for some time, as opposed to suggesting a solution instantly. If the student
continues to ask for help, the system shows the solution code for the particular problem (KH-EC).
6.4.2 Hints on task-processing steps (TPS). Hints on task-processing steps can help a student to
solve a programming problem step by step. The Prolog tutor Hong04 provides a guided programming phase. If a student asks for help in this phase, the tutor will respond with a hint on how to
proceed and generates a template for the student to fill in [77]:
You can use a programming technique that processes a list until it is empty by splitting it into
the head and the tail, making a recursive call with the tail.
reverse([ ], ⟨arguments⟩).
reverse([H | T], ⟨arguments⟩) :⟨pre-predicate⟩,
reverse(T,⟨arguments⟩),
⟨post-predicate⟩.

Another example can be found in the Ask-Elle tutor for functional programming. The tool
provides a student with multiple strategies to tackle a programming problem [55]:
You can proceed in several ways:
- Implement range using the unfoldr function.
- Use the enumeration function from the prelude.
- Use the prelude functions take and iterate.

AutoTeach is an incremental hint system that gradually reveals larger parts of a model solution
to the student, as shown in Figure 8. The hints are generated by taking a model solution as input
and producing output files for multiple hint levels. An output file shows parts of the solution code
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Fig. 8. Incremental code revealing feedback in AutoTeach (image from [8])

and replaces hidden code by matching hint messages. However, these hints are pre-processed,
meaning that they do not take into account the student’s current work. Unit testing is used as a
back-up mechanism to check alternative solutions.
The Jin14 programming tutor incorporates two aspects of programming: planning and coding.
The ‘guided-planning’ component leads the student step-by-step through several predefined stages
such as ‘variable analysis’, ‘computation’ and ‘output’, giving hints along the way. The ‘assistedcoding’ component helps the student with hints on writing code for the different stages. The
hint-generation is based on the technique from Jin12 that uses model programs as input.
6.4.3 Program improvements (IM). Only a few tools give feedback aimed at program improvements. An example message from Gulwani14 to improve the performance of a program is [65]:
Instead of sorting input strings, compare the number of character occurrences in each string.

AutoStyle is a tool that gives feedback on programs to make them more concise and readable.
It uses historical student data to find a path from a problematic, but functionally correct, solution
to a stylistic better solution. As an example, AutoStyle can detect if the functionality of a library
method is hand-coded by the student and may suggest using that library method instead.
6.5 Knowledge about meta-cognition (KMC)
We have only found one example of KMC. HabiPro provides a ‘simulated student’ that responds
to a solution by checking if a student really knows why an answer is correct.
6.6

Trends

Figure 9 shows the changes of using a particular type of feedback in a tool over the last three
decades. A tool is linked to the decade of its median year (as in Figure 1). We have omitted the
decades before the 1990s because of the low number of tools and do not show the types of feedback
that never occur in at least 15% of the tools (KTC-TR, KC-EXA, KH-IM and KMC). The figure shows
that in the 1990s 76.2% of the tools provided solution error (KM-SE) feedback, which decreases in
the 2000s and 2010s to 52.8% and 48.4%. Test failure feedback (KM-TF) increases in the 2000s from
42.9% to 66.7%, declining to 51.6% in the 2010s. It should be noted, however, that we exclude purely
test-based tools, so the actual percentage would be much higher. Multiple types show an increase
from the 2000s (KM-CE, KM-SI, KTC-TR), which makes the diversity of feedback types greater in
the 21st century.
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%
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KM-SE

Solution errors
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KM-TF

Test failures
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KH-EC

Bug-related hints for error correction 38.1 27.8 35.5
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Fig. 9. Percentage of tools with feedback type in the 1990s (n=21), 2000s (n=36) and 2010s (n=31), omitting
types that never occur in at least 15% of the tools. The legend and table have the same order as the bars in
the chart.

7

TECHNIQUE (RQ2)

This section describes the results of the second research question: ‘which techniques are used to
generate the feedback?’ Figure 10 shows for each technique the percentage of tools that use it.
Even after omitting purely test-based tools, automated testing is still the technique used the most
(58.4%) in tools that generate feedback. After that, 37.6% use program transformations and 36.6% of
all tools use static analysis. Intention-based diagnosis is used in 20.8% and 11.9% of the tools use
an external tool. We have found that 9.9% of the tools use model tracing, 7.9% use data analysis
and only 4.0% use constraint-based modelling. In 27.7% of the tools other techniques were found.
Figure 10 also shows the differences between tools of class 2 and class 3. Class 3 tools use more
automated testing, external tools, intention-based diagnosis and data analysis than class 2 tools.
Class 2 tools more often use model tracing and constraint-based modelling. In the next subsections
we expand on the different techniques and explain how they are used.
7.1

General ITS techniques

7.1.1 Model tracing (MT). The LISP tutor is a classic example of a model tracing system. An
example of a production rule (rephrased in English) used in this tutor is shown in Figure 11. Whereas
classic tools use a production system for model tracing, some tools use a slightly different approach.
As an example, Ask-Elle and Keuning14 generate programming strategies derived from model
solutions that are used to check where the student is in his or her programming process, and give
hints on what to do next. We found one instance of example-tracing used in the Java Sensei tool
that offers class 2 exercises. Example-tracing tutors follow the steps that a student takes based on
ACM Transactions on Computing Education, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2018.
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Fig. 10. Number of tools (count) and percentage of tools that employ a technique, for all tools, and subdivided
by exercise class

‘generalised examples of problem-solving behaviour’ [4], making it easier to create ITSs. Although
example-tracing is a different tutoring paradigm, we categorise it under the MT label.
7.1.2 Constraint-based modelling (CBM). INCOM uses Constraint-based modelling. The authors
of INCOM argue that CBM has its limitations in the domain of programming because of the large
solution space for programming problems [110]. They have designed a ‘weighted constraint-based
model’, consisting of a semantic table, a set of constraints, constraint weights (to indicate the
importance of a particular constraint), and transformation rules. The authors show that this model
can recognise student intentions in a much larger number of solutions compared to the standard
CBM approach.
J-LATTE, the Java Language Acquisition Tile Tutoring Environment, is a constraint-based ITS for
learning Java. The tutor presents students with simple programming exercises that can be solved
in two modes. In Concept mode, a student selects predefined programming artefacts defined at a
higher level (e.g. declarations, return statements and loops) from the user interface and combines
them to create the structure of the solution. After selecting a concept, the accompanying code can be
entered in the Coding mode. Using constraints does not force the student to follow a predetermined
path. J-LATTE uses constraints to represent domain knowledge describing the syntactic, semantic
and style-related features of the solution. An example of a semantic constraint is:
(sum-of-function-over-a-range :range (:from (method-arg :name "startNum")
:to (method-arg :name "endNum")) :function square)
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Fig. 11. A production rule from the LISP tutor (image from [37])

This specification states that the ‘sum-of-function-over-a-range’ pattern should be used (which
could be any kind of loop) with a specific lower and upper limit of the range and a call to a squarefunction. Feedback can be requested by the student at any time during the exercise. The system
presents error messages related to constraints that are violated, such as ‘You should be initialising
the loop-variable to the beginning of the range you are looping over’ [76].
7.1.3 Data analysis (DA). Using large sets of historical student data to generate hints is a recent
development that has already produced some promising results. ITAP (Intelligent Teaching Assistant
for Programming) is a data-driven tutor for programming in Python. It creates a solution space
graph with (intermediate) program states as nodes, in which directed edges represent next steps.
ITAP matches a student solution with a state in the graph, constructs a path to a correct solution
and generates hints based on the steps of the path.
The Jin12 tool also uses a set of student solutions and creates Markov Decision Processes to
generate feedback to correct or finish an incorrect or incomplete program. Lazar14 inspects traces
of students solving Prolog programming problems to collect common line edits. This information
is then used to find a sequence of line edits that transform an incorrect program into a correct one,
preferring the shorter sequences.
7.2

Domain-specific techniques for programming

7.2.1 Dynamic code analysis using automated testing (AT). AT is often implemented by running a
program and comparing its output to the expected output. Some tools integrate professional testing
tools, such as JUnit2 for unit testing and QuickCheck [33] for property-based testing. Testing is
frequently used as a ‘last resort’ if the tool cannot recognise in any other way what the student is
doing. Striewe11’s technique offers a solution to the problem that students may have difficulty
identifying the cause of a failed test case. This is particularly relevant for blackbox testing, which
only shows a difference between expected and actual outcome. Striewe11’s tool generates run-time
traces for the execution of test cases using debugging technology. Students can inspect the traces to
find out where unexpected behaviour occurred. For specific issues the tool automatically analyses
the trace to provide even more help. For example, assertion checking is used to point to the location
of an error, and automated comparison of the student trace to the trace from a model program can
be used to detect abnormal behaviour.
Test My Code (TMC) counts bytecode instructions to assess the performance of algorithms.
The authors illustrate this with an exercise that requires the student to write an implementation
for the Fibonacci sequence that runs in linear time. The resulting calculations can be shown to
2 www.junit.org
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the student. Counting bytecode instructions as an alternative to simply measuring running time
prevents unreliable measurements caused by busy assessment servers.
Test cases may be predefined by the instructor, generated randomly, or have to be supplied by
the student him or herself. We have also noticed the use of reflection in multiple tools, a technique
that can be used to dynamically inspect and execute code. AutoGrader is a lightweight framework
that uses Java reflection to execute tests for grading and creating feedback reports.
Feedback on performance issues can be done by profiling, a dynamic program analysis method.
PRAM uses profiling to measure several aspects related to complexity in Prolog programs, such as
the average number of calls and the percentage of backtracking. The system compares the results
to the results of the profiling of a model program and presents the issues found together with a
mark to the student.
Finally, code coverage tools can be used to identify unnecessary statements, as seen in ProgTest.
7.2.2 Basic static analysis (BSA). Some tools use static analysis for calculating metrics, such as
cyclomatic complexity or the number of comments. The GAME-2 tool performs static analysis by
examining comments in a solution. The analysis identifies code that is commented out as ‘artificial’
comments, and identifies ‘meaningful’ comments by looking at the ratio of nouns and conjunctions
compared to the total word count. InSTEP looks for common errors in code, such as using ‘=’
instead of ‘==’ in a loop condition, or common mistakes in loop counters, and provides appropriate
feedback accordingly.
7.2.3 Program transformations (PT). Transformations are often used together with static code
analysis to match a student program with a model program. The normalisation technique used in
SIPLeS-II is a notable contribution. The authors have identified 13 ‘semantics-preserving variations’
(SPVs) found in code. Some of these SPVs are handled using transformations that change the
computational behaviours (operational semantics) of a program while preserving the computational
results (computational semantics). As an example, the ‘different control structures’ SPV is handled
by transformations that standardise control structures, and the ‘different redundant statements’
SPV by dead code removal. As a result, a larger number of student programs can be recognised.
Migration is applied in INTELLITUTOR, which uses the abstract language AL for internal
representation. Pascal and C programs are translated into AL to eliminate language-specific details.
After that, the system performs some normalisations on the AL-code.
Synthesis, transformation to a lower level such as bytecode, is another program transformation
technique. We have not found this technique in tools other than compilers, and the external
tool FindBugs.3 FindBugs translates Java code into bytecode, and performs static analysis on this
bytecode to identify potential bugs.
7.2.4 Intention-based diagnosis (IBD). The term intention-based diagnosis was introduced by
Johnson and Soloway [88] for their tutor PROUST. PROUST has a knowledge base of programming
plans, which are implementations of programming goals. One programming problem may have
different goal decompositions. Figure 12 shows the simplified plan for the ‘Sentinel-Controlled
Input Sequence goal’. PROUST tries to recognise these plans, including erroneous plans, in the
submitted code and reports bugs. Later, Sack proposed an improved system (ProgramCritic)
based on MicroPROUST (a simpler version of PROUST) by simplifying its design and fixing its
weaknesses, including the elimination of the distinction between goals and plans.
MENO-II is a predecessor to PROUST, which ‘failed miserably’ [89] according to the authors.
The tool uses a library of 18 common bug templates for simple programs containing a loop, derived
from a set of student programs. The bug templates are linked to possible misconceptions, but are
3 findbugs.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 12. Simplified plan in PROUST
(image from [87])

Fig. 13. Bugs located in a parse tree in MENO-II (image from [163])

not problem-specific. The tool identifies plans in a student program, matches them against the bug
templates (see Figure 13) and reports errors, misconceptions and possible solutions. This approach
failed to recognise many mistakes in exercises because the bug templates were too general and
lacked information on how program components worked together to solve a particular problem. A
better solution was needed to support the great variety in student programs.
Some of the IBD systems only work for a limited set of predefined exercises, such as the classic
Rainfall problem for Proust.
7.2.5 External tools (EX). We have found a number of static analysis tools, for example CheckStyle4 for checking code conventions, FindBugs [78]5 for finding bugs, and PMD6 for detecting bad
coding practices. These tools do not specifically focus on novice programmers and may produce
output that is difficult to understand for beginners. The tools are often configured to provide a
limited set of output messages so as not to overwhelm and confuse the learner.
7.3

Other techniques

Of all tools, 27.7% use techniques that do not fit one of our labels, which are often AI techniques.
As an example, the ProPL tutor uses natural language processing to engage in a dialogue with
the student to practice planning and program design. Human tutoring is a proven technique for
effective learning. The tutor mimics the conversation that a human tutor would have with a student
using natural language processing. ProPL uses a dialogue management system that requires a
substantial amount of input to construct a tutor for a programming problem.
datlab employs machine learning techniques to classify student errors and generate corresponding feedback. The author uses a neural network to ‘learn relationships corresponding to trained
error categories, and apply these relationships to unseen data’ [117].
The COALA system uses fuzzy logic to analyse similarity to a model solution. The system
calculates the score for a set of metrics (such as cyclomatic complexity, lines of code, number of
parameters) for both the student program and model program, fuzzifies the scores, and calculates
feedback on style issues and how to improve them using fuzzy rules such as:
4 checkstyle.sourceforge.net
5 findbugs.sourceforge.net
6 pmd.github.io
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IF (control complexity is low AND cyclomatic complexity is high)
THEN show message ('The solution can be done easily by reviewing
the conditions and deleting some bifurcation')

In addition, the system uses test cases to determine the correctness of the solution. The instructor
has to provide a model program and a set of test cases, but also the region values for each metric
that are used to generate the fuzzy sets.
The authors of the Singh13 tool use program synthesis techniques to generate feedback on
solutions for Python programming problems, such as [161]:
The program requires 3 changes:
- In the return statement return deriv in line 5, replace deriv by [0].
- In the comparison expression (poly[e] == 0) in line 7, change (poly[e] == 0) to False.
- In the expression range(0, len(poly)) in line 6, increment 0 by 1.

The problem author writes a model solution and an error model. The error model consists of
a set of correction rules that solve a mistake together with appropriate feedback messages. All
possible programs based on these rules applied to the student’s solution are then searched to find
the one that most closely matches the model solution. This is done by translating the program with
the correction rules into a Sketch program. Sketch is a software synthesis tool that can complete a
partial code implementation to make it behave like a given specification. The Sketch synthesiser
finds the solution and feedback is generated based on the applied correction rules. A limitation of
the tool is its inability to deal with student programs that have large conceptual errors.
The technique employed in Gulwani14 focuses on performance issues in student solutions.
They observe that the percentage of solutions that are algorithmically inefficient is around 60% and
can go up to 90% for their example problem of checking if two strings are anagrams of each other.
In their solution, an instructor annotates a program by specifying key values that are computed
during the execution of the program, thereby ignoring irrelevant implementation differences. A new
language construct called ‘observe’ is introduced to specify these values. The execution trace of a
student program is compared to the traces of annotated programs and for the matching program an
appropriate feedback message is shown. Although the instructor has a substantial task to annotate
programs with different algorithmic approaches, the authors show that this is worth the effort for
use in large-scale systems.

Combination

Count

Automated testing + Basic static analysis

30

Automated testing + Program transformations

16

Intension-based diagnosis + Program transformations

16

Automated testing + External tools

12

Program transformations + Basic static analysis

11

Data analysis + Program transformations

6

Fig. 14. Chord diagram showing the frequency of combinations of two techniques in the 101 tools through the width of
a connection, omitting ‘Other’. The table on the right shows
all combinations that occur more than 5 times, also omitting
‘Other’.
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Fig. 15. Cumulative number of tools with technique over the years, based on the earliest paper on a tool
from our data set. The legend has the same order as the endings of the lines in the chart.

7.4

Combining techniques

Figure 14 shows how often combinations of two techniques are used in one tool. Because our
review excludes tools that only use automated testing (AT) and give feedback in the form of test
case results, this technique is the one combined most with other techniques. AT is most often
(in 30 tools) combined with basic static analysis (BSA). After that, combinations with program
transformations (PT) are seen most often (in 16 tools), followed by combinations with external
tools (EX) in 12 tools. Intention-based diagnosis (IBD) and PT are used in the same tool in 16 cases.
BSA is also often combined with PT: we see this in 11 tools.
As a concrete example, the assessment technique of Vujošević-Janičić13 combines multiple
techniques (testing, automated bug finding and control flow graph similarity) to overcome the
shortcomings of only using a single technique. The authors state that software verification tools
can pick up missing bugs not covered by a test case. Moreover, structural issues such as modularity
cannot be intercepted by testing and verification only, so the similarity to a model program should
also be incorporated in an assessment. In their solution, the C–code of students is translated
into the LLVM intermediate language7 and static verification is performed on the intermediate
representation. The program is also translated into a control flow graph (CFG) and compared to
the CFG of model programs, calculating the degree of similarity. The results are used to calculate a
grade, but can also be used to give feedback on bugs and similarity to a model solution.
The ITS designed by Dadic11 uses different techniques for different types of students. The
system uses model tracing to force ‘stoppers’, students that give up quickly, to write a program
in a predefined order. ‘Movers’, students that will keep trying even when they are struggling, are
allowed more freedom in their problem-solving process, for which the system uses a constraintbased technique to check their solution.
7.5

Trends

Figure 15 shows the techniques that have been used over the years. Intention based diagnosis
emerged around the 1990s, but has been used less often in the 21st century. Automated testing is
most seen in the 2000s, but remains popular in the 2010s. The same applies to basic static analysis.
In the 2010s various new techniques, such as data analysis, make their appearance.
7 www.llvm.org/
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ADAPTABILITY (RQ3)

In this section we describe the results of the third research question: ‘how can the tool be adapted
by teachers, to create exercises and to influence the feedback?’ To answer this question, we have
categorised the different types of input that teachers can provide. We require that the tool does not
need to be recompiled, and not too much effort or specialised knowledge is needed. Some tools
enable authors to write complex error models or rules and constraints to specify correct solutions.
However, we consider these inputs to be too specialised and time-consuming for a teacher who
quickly wants to add a new exercise.
Figure 16 shows for each input type the percentage of tools that use it. We have found that model
solutions are used most, in 50.5% of the tools. After that, 47.5% of the tools use test data. Of all
tools, 15.8% offer solution templates, and in 5.0% error data can be specified. We have found the use
of a student model for generating feedback on solutions in 5.9% of the tools. In 30.7% of the tools
we have found other types of input. A total of 18.8% of the tools do not use any input type. The
feedback these tools generate is often based on hard-coded knowledge bases (e.g. He94), or it is
just too time-consuming to add an exercise (e.g. one person-week for Bridge).
Class 2 tools more often do not use any input. Class 3 tools use more test data and model solutions
than class 2 tools. Class 2 tools use more solution templates and input from a student model. The
next subsections expand on the different input types and explain how they are used.
8.1

Solution templates (ST)

Solution templates are often used for class 2 exercises to restrict the student’s freedom in solving a
particular problem. An example is the ELP system shown in Figure 17, in which students fill in
gaps (the white area in the middle) in a Java template with predefined code fragments (the yellow
areas surrounding the white gap). Solution templates found in test-based assessment tools are
often project skeletons, or an interface definition for a data structure that prescribes the names of
functions, parameters and return values.
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Fig. 18. Test code in Naur64 (image from [132])

Fig. 19. Unit test used in WebWork-JAG (image
from [59])
Fig. 17. Fill-in-the-gap exercise in ELP (image fragment
from [176])

8.2

Model solutions (MS)

Correct solutions to a programming exercise are used as input in many tools. In dynamic analysis
they are used for running test cases to generate the expected output. In this case a single correct
solution will suffice. In static analysis the structure of a correct solution is compared to the structure
of a student solution. To recognise more than one solution variant, some tools accept multiple
solutions that each represent a different algorithm to solve the problem.
8.3

Test data (TD)

In older tools testing is done in scripts, for example in Naur64. Figure 18 shows a small fragment
of its test code. Newer systems accept unit tests as input, such as in Figure 19 that shows one of the
unit tests for the factorial function for WebWork-JAG. The WebWork-JAG system also processes
Java reflection code to test the signature of methods. Other tools require the teacher to simply
provide input/output pairs.
8.4

Error data (ED)

A small number of tools accept input containing some form of error data. As an example, Talus, a
debugger for Lisp programs, uses both model solutions and buggy solutions. If a student program is
matched with a buggy solution, corresponding feedback addressing the misconception is presented
to the student.
8.5

Other

In CourseMarker teachers can configure how much feedback should be given. Some tools let
a teacher define custom feedback messages. In Ask-Elle model solutions can be annotated with
feedback messages [55]:
range x y = {−# FEEDBACK Note... #−}
take (y−x+1) $ iterate (+1) x
These messages appear if the student asks for help at a specific stage during problem solving.
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Fig. 20. Instructor UI for AutoStyle (image fragment from [129])

AutoStyle provides a user interface for an instructor that visualises paths consisting of subsequent submissions and their differences. The instructor can influence the hints by adjusting
thresholds so the changes between submissions become larger or smaller, and can mark hints as
helpful or not, as shown in Figure 20.
We found a system that generates exercises instead of having instructors author them (Shimic),
although the resulting exercises seem rather contrived (‘Define private long integer method ‘n’
with integer argument named ‘n’, and which returns: ‘1022’ if ‘n’ is ‘8142’; ‘963’ if ‘n’ is ‘1261’; ’etc.).
Testovid is a platform and language-independent tool, for which teachers have to write Apache
Ant scripts to build student solutions and run a set of (testing, style checking) tools on the programs.
Writing these scripts is a time investment, but they can be reused and adapted later for different
exercises and languages.
In AutoTeach a model solution is gradually revealed (see Figure 8 in Section 6.4.2) The tool
offers the teacher several options to customise the hints using ‘meta-commands’, which are special
directives embedded in comments. Using these commands the teacher can specify custom hint
messages and control which parts of the code should (not) be revealed. The system includes
a default revealing mechanism that starts with showing only the basic structure of the code
(classes, functions) and ending at the level that almost shows all code except for instructions inside
conditional statements and loops.
9

QUALITY (RQ4)

This section describes the results of the fourth research question: ‘what is known about the
quality and effectiveness of the feedback or tool?’ Figure 21 shows for each evaluation method the
percentage of tools for which it has been used, and the number of evaluation methods used per
tool. We have found that 15.8% of the tools we examined only provide anecdotal evidence on the
success of a tool, and for 11.9% of the tools we have not found any evaluation at all. Of all tools,
9.9% have been assessed by an analytical method and 71.3% by some form of empirical assessment,
of which technical analysis is the largest group with 37.6% of the tools. Not including anecdotal
assessment, the majority of the tools have been evaluated by one method (45.5%), 26.7% of the tools
have been evaluated by at least two methods, 7.9% by 3 methods and 2.0% by 4 methods.
In the next subsections we give some examples and observations regarding tool evaluation.
9.1

Analytical (ANL)

We found a small number of tools that are based on validated approaches, such as a learning theory.
The LISP tutor, Grace and JITS are based on the ACT-R cognitive architecture [6]. In ACT-R
procedural knowledge is defined as a set of production rules that model human behaviour in solving
particular problems. Chang00 is based on the completion strategy for learning programming by
Van Merriënboer [180]. This strategy is based on exercises in which (incomplete) model programs
written by an expert should be completed, extended or modified by a novice programmer.
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9.2

Empirical assessment

Empirical assessment analyses qualitative data or quantitative data. We distinguish three types.
9.2.1 Looking at the learning outcome (EMP-LO). The nature of these experiments varies greatly.
For example, ProPL was evaluated in an experiment with 25 students. The students were either in
the control group that used a simple, alternative learning strategy, or in the group that used ProPL.
Students both did a pre-test and a post-test to assess the changes in the scores. Some tools have
used a less extensive method, for instance by omitting a control group, and comparing the pass
rates from the year the tool was used against previous years. The test group size also varies greatly.
Evaluating the programming game Code Hunt was done by tracking the activity of 407 users
over two weeks. Some users got all hints, some users got occasional hints, and some users never
got any hints. The results show that the users who got hints played longer and won more levels
than the users who did not get any hints. In addition, users who got occasional hints played longer
than users that always got hints.
9.2.2 Student and teacher surveys (EMP-SU). We have found that the number of responses in
some cases is very low, or is not even mentioned. Some papers mention a survey, but do not show
an analysis of the results, in which case we do not assign this label.
9.2.3 Technical analysis (EMP-TA). SIPLeS-II was assessed using a set of 525 student programs,
measuring the number of correctly recognised solutions, the time needed for the analysis, and a
comparison to the analysis of a human tutor. In some cases, this type of analysis is done for a large
number of programs, only counting the number of recognised programs. In other cases, researchers
thoroughly analyse the content of generated hints, often for a smaller set of programs because of
the large amount of work involved.
The authors of Jin12 analysed 200 student submissions for one simple programming problem
(‘calculate the pay for mowing the lawn around a house’). In a first experiment the 37 correct
solutions from this set were used to generate hints for 16 randomly selected correct submissions.
The hints were appropriate for 14 of these 16 submissions (87.5%). In their second experiment, the
authors manually selected a similar correct solution, ‘which was not necessarily the best match’ for
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15 randomly selected incorrect submissions. The generated hints based on their differences were
meaningful for 10 (66.6%) of the 15 incorrect submissions. The authors propose concrete ways to
increase this percentage.
The technique from Jin12 was used in the Jin14 tutor, which has a ‘guided-planning’ and an
‘assisted-coding’ component. The tutor was evaluated by comparing it to three other variants:
‘coding-only’, ‘planning-only’ and alternating between variants. They conducted an experiment
with 85 students who did a pre-test, worked with the tutor for some time and then completed a
post-test. The group that did the ‘planning-coding’ variant had the largest increase in learning.
9.2.4 Other. Another way to evaluate a tool is to compare it to other related tools based on a
set of criteria or functions (e.g. Java Sensei). The feedback provided by the Fit Java Tutor was
assessed for their appropriateness by experts. The authors of this tool also did a ‘Wizard of Oz’
experiment to assess if the example-based feedback helped students to achieve higher scores on
their work. Instead of the ITS, a human expert provided the feedback that students requested. Some
tools were evaluated as part of a course that used the tool, or in the context of a specific didactic
method, making it more difficult to isolate and measure the effect of the tool itself.
9.3

Trends

Figure 22 shows how the distribution of evaluation methods changes over the last three decades.
The use of surveys shows a steady increase from 19.0% in the 1990s, 41.7% in the 2000s and 45.2%
in the 2010s. Despite the relapse to 25.0% in the 2000s, technical analysis is still the method seen
most in this decade with 48.4% in the 2010s, closely followed by surveys and learning outcome
evaluations. The number of tools for which we have not found any type of evaluation drops from
23.8% to around 6%, but the percentage of tools for which we only found anecdotal evidence remains
nearly the same. It should be noted, however, that some evaluations of tools from this decade are
still to be published, so this figure only gives a general impression.
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Fig. 22. Percentage of tools with evaluation method in the 1990s (n=21), 2000s (n=36) and 2010s (n=31). The
legend and table have the same order as the bars in the chart.
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DISCUSSION

In this review we intend to find an answer to our research question concerning feedback generation
for programming exercises: ‘what is the nature of the feedback, how is it generated, can a teacher
adapt the feedback, and what can we say about its quality and effect?’ In this section we take a
closer look at the answers we have found to the four sub-questions, discuss the relation between
these answers, and give some observations and recommendations that follow from our review.
10.1

Feedback types

Looking at the type of feedback given by tools, which we investigated in the first research question,
we have found that feedback about mistakes is the largest type used in tools. In the first iteration of
our review we found that feedback on test failures was the largest subtype [96]. After deciding to
omit purely test-based tools in this final review, this subtype was still the second largest. Generating
feedback based on tests is a useful way to point out errors in student solutions and emphasizes
the importance of testing to students. It is therefore a valuable technique, and relatively easy to
implement using existing test frameworks. Most tools that use automated testing support class 3
exercises, because black-box testing does not require using a specific algorithm or design process.
The only aspect that matters is whether the output meets the requirements of the exercise. However,
only giving test-based feedback will not in all cases help a student to fix an incorrect program.
The largest feedback subtype from our review is solution error feedback. This type of feedback
can be implemented with varying depth and detail. To really help a student, just pointing at an error
may not help. Feedback on how to proceed is necessary to both fix problems and to progress towards
a solution when stuck. This type of feedback is mostly seen in the form of error correction hints,
and much less as hints on task-processing steps or on program improvements. This is especially
the case for class 3 tools supporting exercises that can be solved by multiple (variants of) strategies.
Class 2 tools provide more procedural support, but a disadvantage is that they do not support
alternative solution strategies, and may restrict a student in his or her problem-solving process.
Finally, the very low percentage of tools that give code examples based on the student’s actions is
unfortunate, because studying examples has proven to be an effective way of learning. Looking
at the changes over the decades, feedback on test failures and solution errors remain the most
common types. However, the diversity of feedback types in the current century has increased,
which is a positive development.
Many of the tools we have investigated are AA tools, which are often used for marking large
numbers of solutions. If marking is the only purpose, one could conclude that more elaborate
feedback is not necessary. However, if we want our students to learn from their mistakes, a single
mark or a basic list of errors only is not sufficient. Moreover, we have noticed that many authors of
AA tools claim that the intention of the feedback their tool generates is student learning.
Suzuki et al. [170] analysed posts on a programming discussion forum to identify the different
types of hints that teachers give. The authors found 10 types, five of which could be generated
using program synthesis techniques: transformation hints (how to correct mistakes), location hints
(where to correct mistakes), data hints (the expected value or type of a variable at some location),
behaviour hints (describing dynamic program behaviour), and example hints (explaining how code
should work by showing input and output examples). The authors found that hints teachers give
often focus on why the student’s code failed, and that teachers generally do not provide exact fixes.
There is a vast amount of studies that identify and classify difficulties and errors that novice
programmers encounter in their learning process. Qian and Lehman [145] have conducted a
literature review of such studies of student difficulties in introductory programming. The authors
distinguish between difficulties in syntactic knowledge, conceptual knowledge (not knowing how
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a programming construct works or how code executes) and strategic knowledge (using code to
solve problems), and describe several approaches and tools to support students in dealing with
these difficulties. Considering our classification of feedback, misconceptions regarding syntactic
knowledge can be addressed by compiler error feedback. Conceptual knowledge can be addressed
by the two KC (knowledge about concepts) feedback types: explanations on subject matter and
examples illustrating concepts. Strategic knowledge can be addressed by feedback on solution errors,
all feedback on knowledge about how to proceed and knowledge on task constraints. Feedback on
test failures, style and performance can also help.
Offering more variety in feedback type in one tool than is currently the case, and carefully
considering the level of detail in a generated feedback message would contribute to giving more
effective feedback, similar to the feedback of a human tutor.
10.2

Feedback generation techniques

By answering our second research question we came across many techniques for generating
automated feedback, which we can relate to the different feedback content types. Well-known ITS
techniques such as model tracing and constraint checking are used in some tools, but not on a
very large scale. Model tracing is strongly related to hints in the ‘knowledge on how to proceed’
category, often producing next-step hints. Constraint checking and intention-based diagnosis mainly
produce hints on solution errors and/or error correction. Automated testing is often combined with
static analysis of the abstract syntax tree, sometimes incorporating transformations to simplify its
structure or to ignore irrelevant details. We observe that automated testing generates test-based
feedback. However, it is also used as a mechanism for recognising a solution as correct or incorrect
before further analysing a program using another technique. For generating style-related hints,
basic static analysis or external tools (that might also perform static analysis) are used.
An upcoming trend is the use of data-driven technology to base feedback on historical student
data, such as paths students have taken and programming mistakes they have made. Hint generation
with data-driven techniques produces feedback on solution errors, correcting these errors, taking a
next step and providing the student with related examples. Feedback generation based on recognising plans and errors from a knowledge base is less popular nowadays. Data-driven techniques,
however, require the presence of large sets of data, complicating the authoring of new exercises.
We must also find an answer to the question if students learn the right problem-solving strategies if
hints are only based on other students’ past behaviour. Perhaps combining the successful techniques
of the past with new (data-driven) enhancements will bring new opportunities.
10.3

Tool adjustability

The 2014 working group report of the ITiCSE conference by Brusilovsky et al. [26] discusses the
adoption of ‘smart learning content’ (SLC) in computer science courses on a larger scale. SLC tools
are interactive tools offering, for instance, visualisation, simulation, automated assessment, coding
support, or problem-solving support, in which feedback plays a prominent role to help students in
their learning. One of the main problems the authors found among teachers is not being able to
customise tools to their own needs, and that tools do not match their own teaching methods. The
report proposes an architecture that promotes flexible integration and customisation of SLC tools.
In our review, we found that tools use various dynamic and static analysis techniques. More
sophisticated techniques, such as model tracing and intention-based diagnosis, appear to complicate
adding new exercises and adjusting the tool. However, the question whether or not a tool can be
adapted easily is difficult to answer, and depends on the amount and complexity of the input. We
have found that very few papers explicitly describe this, or even address the role of the teacher.
In the latter case we assume that there is no such role and the tool can only be adjusted by the
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developers. When a publication does describe how an exercise can be added, it is often not clear
how difficult this is. Some publications mention the amount of time necessary to add an exercise,
such as one person-week for Bridge. We conclude that teachers cannot easily adapt tools to their
own needs, except for test-based AA systems.
10.4

Tool evaluation

To answer the last question, we have investigated how tools are evaluated. Most tools provide at
least some form of evaluation, although for 27.7% of the tools we could only find anecdotal evidence,
or none at all. The evaluation of a tool may not be directly related to the quality of the feedback,
so the results only give a general idea of how much attention was spent on evaluation. The many
different evaluation methods make it difficult to assess the effectiveness of feedback. Moreover, the
quality (e.g. presence of control groups, pre- and post-tests, group size) of empirical assessment
varies greatly. Finally, the description of the method and results often lacks clarity and detail.
Gross and Powers [61] provide a rubric for evaluating the quality of empirical tool assessments,
and have applied this rubric to the evaluation of a small set of tools. Collecting data for this rubric
would provide us with more information, but the effort is beyond the scope of this review. Just as
Gross and Powers conclude, the lack of information on assessment greatly complicates this task.
Pettit and Prather also endorse the need for developers of AA systems to work together instead of
creating tools in isolation, and to pay more attention to evaluating their effectiveness [140].
In the future, it would be interesting to compare tools that give different types of feedback,
to assess the effectiveness of different (combinations of) feedback types. Furthermore, extensive
technical analyses are needed to verify to what extent a tool can correctly recognise (in)correct
solutions and generate appropriate hints, and for which subset of exercises.
10.5

Classifying feedback

In this section we compare our classification of feedback to another classification from a recent
paper. This paper by Le provides ‘a classification of adaptive feedback in educational systems for
programming’ [107]. The author describes ‘adaptive feedback’ as feedback specific for the actions of
an individual student, possibly combined with information from a student model. The classification
consists of five main feedback types: ‘yes-no’, ‘syntax’, ‘semantic’, ‘layout’ and ‘quality’. Although
the author states that these types are based on generic classifications of feedback types (including
Narciss), we cannot clearly derive from the paper how the author’s classification relates to these
general classifications. If we compare these types to ours, yes-no feedback relates to Narciss’
‘knowledge of result/response’, which we do not include in our review. Syntax feedback relates to
our ‘compiler errors’ type. Le distinguishes two levels in the semantic feedback category: intentionbased (feedback on the solution strategy for solving a particular task) and code-based (feedback
on coding errors with respect to a particular task), which are related to ‘solution errors’, both
subtypes of ‘knowledge about how to proceed’, and ‘hints on task-processing rules’. Layout feedback
corresponds to ‘style issues’ and quality feedback to ‘performance issues’. Although we do see
similarities between both categorisations, ours differs in three ways: it resembles general feedback
types at the top level, it includes a broader range of types, and it is slightly more fine-grained.
10.6

Threats to validity

There are a number of factors that could influence the validity of our review during the search
for publications and the coding of the tools. We could have missed some papers because their
authors use terms different from our database search string. We take this into account by inspecting
references, but papers with few references might not have been found this way. For this reason, we
could have missed some recent papers that typically do not have many references yet.
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The substantial amount of work involved in this review, and therefore the time it took to execute
the coding, may have had an effect on the interpretation of labels, in particular the borderline cases.
In some cases we could not find clear answers to our research questions and had to speculate on
what the correct label was. However, in these cases a second author was often consulted.
For answering RQ4, we might not have found some evaluations of recent tools that were conducted at a later date, because we have only included papers up to 2015. Validation of a tool is
usually done by its authors, but in some cases may be performed by other authors. We did not do a
search of these ‘external’ evaluations.
11

CONCLUSION

We have analysed and categorised the feedback generation in 101 tools for learning programming,
selected from 17 earlier reviews and 2 databases. We have reported findings on the relation of
feedback content, technique and adaptability. We have found that, in general, the feedback that
tools generate is not very diverse, and mainly focused on identifying mistakes. In tools that support
class 3 exercises, test-based feedback is most common and very few of these tools give feedback
with ‘knowledge on how to proceed’. Class 2 tools give more feedback on fixing mistakes and taking
a next step, but at the cost of not recognising alternative strategies. Offering multiple feedback
types in one tool and considering the level of detail would contribute to giving more effective
feedback, similar to the feedback of a human tutor. We already see more diversity of feedback types
in tools developed in the 21st century.
We have found many different techniques used to generate feedback, both general and specific
to the programming domain, often strongly related to a specific type of feedback. The upcoming
trend of data-driven tutors shows promising results, but also poses questions for which we need to
find answers regarding the effectiveness of the hints they produce. Requiring large data sets also
complicates the authoring of new exercises. We observe that teachers cannot easily adapt tools
to their own needs, except for providing test data as input for a tool. Finally, the quality of the
evaluation of tools varies greatly and is still an area for improvement. Better technical analyses
should make it clearer what the features and limitations of a tool are, and better experiments that
measure learning should give more insight into the effectiveness of a tool.
Automated feedback for programming exercises has been an active field of research for many
decades. Generating effective feedback messages and making it easy for teachers to adapt tools
to their own needs will remain a challenge, although many useful techniques have already been
employed in practice. New technologies combined with techniques from this review that have
shown to be effective will undoubtedly help new students wanting to learn how to program even
better in the future.
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